Transient evolution of basal drag during glacier slip
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Abstract

Glacier slip is usually described using steady-state sliding laws that relate drag, slip velocity and effective pressure, but where subglacial conditions vary rapidly transient effects may influence slip dynamics. Here we use results from a set of laboratory experiments to examine the transient response of glacier slip over a hard bed to velocity perturbations. The drag and cavity evolution from lab experiments are used to parameterize a rate-and-state drag model that is applied to observations of surface velocity and ice-bed separation from the Greenland ice sheet. The drag model successfully predicts observed lags between changes in ice-bed separation and sliding speed. These lags result from the time (or displacement) required for cavities to evolve from one steady-state condition to another. In comparing drag estimates resulting from applying rate-and-state and steady-state slip laws to transient data, we find the peaks in drag are out of phase. This suggests that in locations where subglacial conditions vary on timescales shorter than those needed for cavity adjustment transient slip processes control basal drag.

1. Introduction

Glacier slip velocity over both hard and soft beds is sensitively dependent on subglacial water pressure (Bindschadler, 1983; Iken and Bindschadler, 1986; Hooke and others, 1997; Zoet and Iverson, 2020) and the transients imposed by water pressure fluctuations (Harper and others, 2002, 2007; Bartholomäus and others, 2008; Andrews and others, 2014). In locations where surface water can penetrate to the glacier bed, subglacial water pressure may vary dramatically over timescales of hours to minutes (Iken, 1972; Cowton and others, 2013; Andrews and others, 2014; Covington and others, 2020), affecting the ice-bed coupling. In circumstances where subglacial water pressure is changing, glacier slip may be in a continuous state of adjustment in which steady-state conditions are never fully attained (Tsai and others, 2021). This transient condition is problematic for describing glacier slip, as most existing slip models are formulated only for steady-state conditions. Steady-state models are appropriate if the processes that regulate slip dynamics (e.g. cavity evolution) vary much more rapidly than subglacial conditions (e.g. water pressure). This is commonly not true, however, as indicated by observations of subglacial water pressure and slip velocity (e.g. Harper and others, 2007; Bartholomäus and others, 2008; Andrews and others, 2014), which motivates the question: how important are these transient effects in slip dynamics?

In numerous instances, subglacial water pressure and glacier flow velocity have been measured coeval and have been shown to relate to one another (Kamb and others, 1985; Iken and Bindschadler, 1986; Fischer and Clarke, 1997; Harper and others, 2002, 2007). In one example from the Greenland ice sheet (GIS), Andrews and others (2014) placed water pressure transducers down moulins and boreholes to document changes in subglacial water pressure stemming from diurnal patterns in surface meltwater production. In their study location, it was hypothesized that the glacier was slipping over a hard bed and that in some locations cavity development was widespread, whereas near the moulins well-developed channels had formed (Andrews and others, 2014). Their observations show a close link between flow velocity and moulin water pressure, but ice-bed separation related to subglacial cavity size lagged both increases in water pressure and ice motion.

Subglacial water flow affects drag on hard beds through its regulation of subglacial effective pressure, $N$ (overburden pressure minus water pressure). Hydrologic configurations affect $N$ differently: an efficient system of channels (R channels) commonly supports high $N$ whereas an inefficient system of linked cavities commonly supports low $N$ (e.g. Flowers, 2015). For channels to form and remain open requires an abundant supply of meltwater, commonly from the glacier surface (e.g. Hewitt, 2011; Werder and others, 2013; Hoffman and Price, 2014), whereas linked cavities remain open primarily through sliding (Lliboutry, 1968, 1979; Walder, 1986). The ability of linked cavities to exist independent from surface meltwater input allows them to persist throughout winter months and likely span much of the glacier base. Cavity geometry depends on the ice slip velocity and the water pressure (Walder, 1986; Kamb, 1987) and directly affects basal drag. Cavity growth causes drag to be supplied by progressively smaller parts of the bed, with adverse bed slopes in areas of ice-bed contact dictating the balance of forces (Iken, 1981; Helanow and others, 2020, 2021). Therefore, the...
state of the ice-bed contact regulates glacier flow velocity but is acutely sensitive to changes in subglacial water pressure. A complicating factor often neglected in force balance estimates is the time-dependent drag response to a change in velocity (or water pressure) stemming from the finite time (or displacement) required for cavity geometry to readjust to the new conditions. If cavity geometry needs to adjust only a small amount when transitioning from one steady-state condition to another, the transient associated with geometry readjustment (and drag) may be short-lived and unimportant. In contrast, if the prevailing cavity geometry is far from the new steady state, the transient may require an extended period of time (or displacement) to reach the new steady state, and transient drag evolution may largely control slip.

Slip laws relate drag, velocity and effective pressure and are usually formulated in terms of steady-state conditions. For any slip law, the transient response in drag to a finite velocity change could deviate from the steady-state relationship (Fig. 1). The glacier must then overcome the transient drag to reach the new steady state. This path effect is important irrespective of the form of the steady-state slip law. This scenario becomes more complicated when, rather than simply moving from one velocity-drag, steady-state condition to another, conditions continually vary, as is commonly observed beneath glaciers (e.g. Andrews and others, 2014).

Herein, we study with laboratory experiments slip of temperate ice over a hard bed at various slip velocities and measure drag and cavity evolution in response to near-instantaneous velocity steps. This information is used to constrain a transient slip evolution model based on the framework provided by rate-and-state friction (RSF). The laboratory-derived slip model is then applied to a glacier of the GIS where continuously recorded surface velocities are used to drive the RSF model. Through this application, the transiently evolving basal drag can be estimated. We compare the timing of a field proxy for ice-bed separation with the timing of cavity evolution predicted by the RSF model. We then interpret the physical processes of glacier slip in terms of the time lags among drag, cavity geometry and slip velocity.

2. Methods

2.1 Experiments

A large-diameter, ring-shear device (Iverson and Petersen, 2011) (Fig. S3) is used to slide a ring of temperate ice over a rigid sinusoidal bed (Fig. 2). The device is housed in a walk-in freezer, while the chamber that contains the ice ring is submerged in an ethylene glycol/water mixture. This fluid is connected to an external circulator that regulates the fluid temperature. This system allows the ice to be held at the pressure-melting temperature (PMT) for months at a time with minimal melt, so that large-displacement experiments can be conducted. Twelve rigid, sinusoidal bed pieces (centerline wavelength is 183 mm and amplitude is 15.3 mm) fit together to constitute the bed at the base of the ice chamber (Fig. 2). The bed is made of Delrin, which is a polymer with a low friction coefficient and low thermal conductivity. The low thermal conductivity minimizes regelation (Zoet and Iverson, 2015). During experiments at the PMT, a thin film of liquid water at the ice-bed interface minimizes frictional drag, so that nearly all measured drag results from ice deformation past bed obstacles.

An ice ring is constructed atop the bed by sequentially flooding ~2 cm thick layers of crushed deionized ice with chilled deionized water until the ring is ~20 cm thick. Resultant randomly oriented ice crystals develop a c-axis fabric during flow past bumps that is similar to those of glacier basal ice (see Zoet and Iverson, 2015). Once the ice ring is constructed, the toothed upper platen is frozen into the upper surface of the ice ring. Total stress normal to the upper platen is regulated by a vertical hydraulic ram that can raise or lower the ice chamber to accommodate cavity growth or decay and melting during experiments. Meltwater can fill cavities, but excess water is drained through a series of 24 drainage ports at the inner and outer perimeter of the ice chamber. Water pressure, measured by four strain gauge water pressure transducers, is kept very near atmospheric, so N equals the vertical stress applied by the ram. A displacement transducer (LVDT) that is mounted at the base of the ice chamber measures its vertical displacement in response to cavity volume change and melting (Fig. S3; see supporting text S1 for a more detailed explanation of cavity volume estimates). Ice melts along the walls, top and base of the ice ring. Prior to the initiation of slip, the vertical contraction rate from melting is measured and subtracted from the vertical displacement record for the remainder of the experiment, allowing the residual vertical displacement to mainly be attributed to cavity expansion or contraction. More details on the device and experiments can be found in Zoet and Iverson (2015) and supporting text S1.
Once the ice ring is constructed and the ice has reached the PMT, motion is initiated by rotating the upper platen, which forces slip of the ice over the bed. A steady velocity is set, and the drive system forces the upper platen to rotate at that velocity while a sensor measures the torque required to rotate the platen, from which area-averaged drag (i.e. shear stress, \( \tau \)) on the bed is calculated. The friction coefficient, \( \mu \), is estimated by normalizing the recorded drag, \( \tau \), by the measured effective stress, \( N \). Vertical displacement measured by the LVDT allows continuous determination of cavity volume. When velocity is stepped, it increases essentially instantaneously. After a steady drag is reached, sometimes taking as long as 14 d, the velocity is again stepped (Fig. 3). In this study velocity was stepped to 14.5, 29, 58, 116 m a\(^{-1}\), and effective pressure was held constant at 500 kPa (within 2%). The LVDT record provides a volume-integrated measurement of the cavity size but no information about cavity shape (see supporting text S1 for more details). After an experiment is over, the ice ring is extracted from the ice chamber, and the geometry of the ice sole (Fig. 4) is precisely measured using a custom-made jig. This process provides a measurement of cavity geometry at one steady-state sliding velocity (the final velocity, 290 m a\(^{-1}\)).

2.2 Observations from the Greenland ice sheet

We compare results from these experiments with observations of basal water pressures, ice surface velocity and ice-bed separation made in the Pâkïtsqoq region (69°27’N, 49°53’W) of the western GIS during the 2011 and 2012 summer melt seasons (Andrews and others, 2014; Ryser and others, 2014a, 2014b).

At the FOXX location, subglacial water pressures were measured in both boreholes and moulins. In 2011, seven boreholes were drilled using standard hot water drilling techniques (e.g. Andrews and others, 2014; Ryser and others, 2014a, 2014b). The three boreholes instrumented with pressure transducers had depths of 614–624 m and either did not drain or drained slowly following instrumentation. In 2011, one moulin, ~0.3 km from the borehole locations, was instrumented with a pressure transducer. In 2012, two additional moulins, that were located 1.6 and 1.9 km from the boreholes, were instrumented with pressure transducers. Details regarding instrumentation methodologies, instrument characteristics, duration, and the conversion of water level to hydraulic head can be found in Andrews and others (2014) and Ryser and others (2014a, 2014b).

In addition to subglacial measurements, Andrews and others (2014, 2018) derived both ice motion and bed separation from GPS positions at the FOXX and other locations. The station design was based on UNAVCO standards for polar regions and antenna height was independent of ice surface ablation (Andrews and others, 2014). At FOXX, GPS satellite information was recorded every 15 s using a Trimble Net R5 receiver and Trimble Zephyr Geodetic antenna. Kinematic GPS positions were estimated using carrier-phase differential processing relative to a bedrock reference station using TRACK v1.24 (Chen, 1998) and final International GNSS Service satellite orbits. The 15-s time series was smoothed with a 450-minute moving-average window to remove erratic data (Fig. S4).

Bed separation calculations were performed using several surrounding GPS stations following procedures detailed in Hoffman and others (2011) and Andrews and others (2014, 2018). Vertical motion at the ice surface is the combination of the vertical component of mean bed-parallel motion, vertical strain and vertical motion of the basal ice relative to the bed (bed separation or cavity formation in the absence of sediments; Anderson and others, 2004; Hoffman and others, 2011). To isolate ice-bed separation (i.e. cavity opening) (Fig S4), Andrews and others (2014) used common procedures to remove vertical strain in the ice column and bed-parallel motion from surface elevation measurements (e.g. Mair and others, 2001; Anderson and others, 2004; Howat and others, 2008; Hoffman and others, 2011). The components of vertical motion and their uncertainties are documented in Andrews and others (2014, 2018).

2.3 Rate and state framework

RSF is a phenomenological relationship that links friction of an interface to the rate of slip and state of the contacts between two surfaces. RSF has the capability to represent steady-state slip and describe aspects of transient slip. Such a framework has been applied to surging glaciers (Thøgersen and others, 2019; Minchew and Meyer, 2020) and seismogenic slip of soft-bedded glaciers (Lipovsky and Dunham, 2016, 2017). RSF has also been used to interpret glacial seismicity for hard-bedded slip (Zoet and others, 2013, 2020; Graff and Walter, 2021) and to infer links between slip and subglacial cavity development (Thøgersen and others, 2019). RSF can be used to estimate the slip evolution from one sliding velocity to another through the incorporation of a ‘direct effect’, which characterizes the initial change in friction under a steady-state effective pressure, and the ‘evolution effect’, which characterizes the return to new steady-state friction (Fig. 3). Friction, \( \mu \), can be expressed as follows:

\[
\mu = \mu(V, \theta) = \mu_0 + a \ln \left( \frac{V}{V_0} \right) + b \ln \left( \frac{V_0 \theta}{D_0} \right),
\]

where \( a \) parameterizes the magnitude of the direct effect, \( b \) parameterizes the magnitude of the drag evolution back to a new steady state, \( D_0 \) is the critical slip distance where the friction decays 1/e from peak friction to the new steady-state, \( \theta \) is the state variable that describes the state of ice-bed contact, \( V_0 \) is the initial velocity, \( V \) is the new velocity and \( \mu_0 \) is reference
friction at $V_0$ (Fig. 3). In effect, the value $a-b$ represents the steady-state response of the system and relates to slip rules from process-based analyses (e.g. Weertman, double-valued, regularized Coulomb, etc.). The evolution in drag that occurs at the times (or displacements) between one steady state and the next, in response to a change in slip velocity, is not described in traditional steady-state slip laws and is the focus of this study.

The state variable, $\theta$, in fault mechanics, is traditionally understood to represent the evolution of asperity contacts at a microscopic scale (Marone, 1998), but the phenomenological nature of RSF means that it can potentially be used to explain larger-scale processes such as cavity evolution (Thøgersen and others, 2019), provided an ‘evolution law’ can describe the evolution of cavity shape with time (or displacement). Such an evolution law, in conjunction with Eqn (1), can be used to estimate drag as a function of slip velocity and effective pressure in an evolving system. For cavity development, such an evolution law should describe the ‘state’ of the ice-bed contact through time in response to a velocity change, where $\theta$ could be physically thought of as the degree of ice-bed contact at some instant. We can use our experimental measurements of cavity-size evolution in response to velocity steps to determine an appropriate form for cavity evolution. We choose the following evolution law:

$$\dot{\theta} = 1 - \left( \frac{V \theta}{D_c} \right)^p,$$

where $\dot{\theta}$ is the time derivative of $\theta$ and $p$ is an exponent related to ice flow. The form of Eqn (2) implies that the time evolution of $\theta$ depends on its current state and how far away cavity geometry is from the new steady configuration. Eqn (2) can represent the slip displacement needed for cavity geometry to evolve to a new steady state. The cavity evolution will happen quickly at first and then occur more slowly as the cavity approaches the new steady-state geometry. However, to use Eqs (1) and (2) to predict transient cavity and drag evolution, certain parameters need to be estimated, namely $a$, $b$ and $D_c$. Their values are difficult to estimate from field data, where abrupt and then sustained velocity steps are rare. Therefore, we use our experimental data to measure how $a$, $b$ and $D_c$ vary in response to different velocity perturbations (Fig. 3 and Fig. S5).

### 2.4 Rate and state numerical estimates

With experimental values of $a$, $b$ and $D_c$, Eqs (1) and (2) can be simultaneously solved to estimate time series of friction and state in response to velocity changes for a given apparatus stiffness ($0.6 \times 10^{-4} \text{~cm}^2\text{~s}^{-1}$). To iteratively solve Eqs (1) and (2), we use the Rate and State Friction Toolkit by Leeman and others (2016), which is a Python module that enables modeling of frictional response to dynamic events such as velocity steps and time-dependent frictional healing. This toolkit also provides the ability to apply a wide variety of evolution laws including Eqn (2), which can differ slightly from the more commonly used ‘slowness’ law developed for tectonic faults (Marone, 1998). First, we use this toolkit to generate a drag-and-state time series that is forced with the $a$, $b$ and $D_c$ variables measured from the experiments. The RSF toolkit-generated time series is then compared with the magnitude and timescale of drag evolution recorded in our experiments. We are thus able to compare the drag response estimated by the RSF model with the experimentally measured drag. We also qualitatively compare the state evolution from the RSF model with the cavity volume evolution measured in the experiments. As $\theta$ is a proxy for the state of ice-bed contact, the form of the state-evolution response should closely mimic the cavity-evolution response observed in the experiment if the form chosen for Eqn (2) is appropriate. Instances where the value of $a-b$ is negative in response to a velocity increase, such that the new steady-state friction is reduced below its former value, are commonly referred to as velocity weakening, as opposed to velocity strengthening when the $a-b$ value is positive (see Zoet and others, 2013, 2020; McCarthy and others, 2017; Saltiel and others, 2021).

Once the simple velocity steps from the experiment are simulated using the RSF Toolkit, a more dynamic case is simulated by forcing the RSF model’s driving velocity with the constantly varying surface velocities measured from the Pâkitsoq region of the GIS (section 2.2). Driving the model with measured surface velocities generates a state-evolution response that can be compared with the field-data proxy for ice-bed separation (section 2.2). The model output allows the assessment of timing relationships among slip velocity, cavity size and basal drag.

### 3. Results and physical interpretations

In response to instantaneous velocity steps of experiments, the stress took anywhere from 3 to 12 d to return to a steady state, and in all cases, cavities coevolved with the stress (Fig. S5). The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$V_f$ (m a$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$V$ (m a$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$a$ (−)</th>
<th>$b$ (−)</th>
<th>$D_c$ (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
experimental timescales to achieve a steady state were longer (in some cases much longer) than the timescales on which velocity varied in the field data (Fig. S4). For each of the experimental velocity steps, $a$, $b$, and $D$, were measured (Table 1). All velocity steps first resulted in an initial increase in stress that then decayed to a new steady-state value after some displacement (Fig. 3 and Fig. S5). For this experiment, the steady-state drag values at the new higher velocity were less than those of the previous lower velocity, which was expected for the sinusoidal bed of the experiment (Schoof, 2005; Gagliardini and others, 2007; Zoet and Iverson, 2015), but the initial stress increase illustrates that temporary strengthening can occur even with a rate-weakening slip law (Fig. 1).

Using the RSF parameter values estimated from the velocity-stepping experiments (Table 1), drag evolution after velocity steps was modeled (Fig. S). The $p$ value was set to equal 1 (see Fig. S6 for other choices of $p$). Findings by Adams and others (2021) show the exponent on the ice flow law for temperate ice with sufficient intercrystalline water is equal to 1.1, which may in part indicate why $p = 1$ was found to best approximate the cavity evolution response in the experiments. The RSF model describes the timescale and magnitude of the drag change well but does not precisely replicate its form. The mismatch in the drag evolution likely stems from the generalized form of Eqn (2), which explicitly contains no information about obstacle size. Nevertheless, Eqn (2) does qualitatively match the time and length scale of the observed cavity change (Fig. 6).

Using the parameters measured from the experiment (Table 1), we select RSF parameter values from one velocity step to model the continuously evolving slip of the GIS with the RSF Toolkit, as forced by GIS surface velocity measurements and drag estimates from the field. Specifically, the RSF parameters measured from the experimental velocity step from 116 to 290 m a$^{-1}$ (Table 1) are used in the GIS modeling because they most closely represent the range of velocities observed at FOXX (80–180 m a$^{-1}$, Fig. S4), but a range of other $a$, $b$, and $D$, values were also modeled to examine their effect on the transient drag response (Fig. S). The model was forced with a 10-day time series extracted from the 2012 FOXX dataset for days 195–205.

Figure 7a compares the modeled state variable (note the scale has been flipped for comparison with Fig. 7b) – a proxy for cavity size – with the driving velocity. Maximum state values lag the velocity maximums by a mean of 4.0 h. Figure 7b shows a comparison of the velocity and the field-derived ice-bed separation. Maximum field ice-bed separation values lag the velocity maximums by a mean of 4.7 h. The difference between the modeled and observed lags ($\sim 0.7$ h) is small in comparison to the magnitudes of the observed lags ($\sim 15\%$). This agreement between the model results and data indicates that the model adequately describes the lag period for cavity development. This lag reflects the time required for cavities in the natural system to respond to velocity changes. Additionally, Hoffman and others (2018) used an ice flow model constrained by GPS-derived ice velocities to invert for basal traction in the Pākitsiq region in response to diurnal melt forcing prior to a glacial lake drainage event. They found that basal shear traction varied by 15% in response to diurnal variations in meltwater delivery to the bed. Using the RSF model (Fig. S) forced by the diurnal velocity signal at the same general location we find that friction varies by $\pm 18\%$ from the steady state value $\mu_0 = 0.17$, where $\mu_0$ was estimated from the steady-state drag of the initial velocity (see supporting text S2 for a detailed explanation of the double-valued steady-state sliding response). Our modeled variation of basal traction is in seemingly good agreement with the inversion findings of Hoffman and others (2018). It is noteworthy that none of the RSF model predictions has been tuned to fit results from this location. Rather the RSF model is independently derived from the results of the laboratory experiments. This agreement between the field observations and laboratory-based model results, despite likely differences between the scales of experimental and natural bed obstacles, provides some degree of confidence that the empirical model includes aspects of the physics that regulate the transient slip response. Thus, investigating the modeled relationships among slip velocity, cavity size and drag may provide insights into basal processes.

In comparing the velocity time series with the state and drag responses, lags are apparent that can be used to infer physical processes. Figure 8 shows that the peak in drag often occurs when sliding velocity is high (but not at its maximum), and cavities are small. This is well represented in Figure 8a for days 198–203. A simple explanation for this pattern is that, as velocity increases, cavities are initially small and must grow to reach the new steady-state size. The associated initial excess in the ice-bed contact area together with a high slip velocity requires more force and hence shear stress to drag ice past bed obstacles. As the cavities grow and ice-bed contact areas become smaller the drag begins to decrease. The maximum in drag, while velocity is increasing, arises because cavity size is sufficiently close to the new steady-state value that further growth reduces the drag. In part, the drag response also stems from the direct effect causing the initial proportional change in resistance in response to a velocity change. Given the ever-changing velocity of the natural system, the direct effect’s response could dominate in certain instances (see Fig. S7).

To illustrate the limitations of applying a steady-state sliding rule, we now compare the transient drag response based on the RSF model with drag calculated from the steady-state, double-valued sliding law (Zoet and Iverson, 2015) that reflects the measured $a$-$b$ values. This sliding relation agreed with experimental observations and was derived from the cavity model of Kamb.
Fig. 6. Cavity and state evolution. (a) Cavity evolution was recorded by the increases in thickness of the ice chamber in response to four near-instantaneous velocity steps. Positive displacements indicate expansion of the ice chamber from cavity growth. The background melt rate was estimated prior to the slip and removed from the signal leaving mainly cavity expansion and contraction. (b) State evolution predicted by the RSF model using Eqn (2) with $p = 1$ and the parameters in Table 1. Initial state values have been offset to 0 (hence $\Delta \theta$) and then flipped for ease of comparison with the cavity expansion record. The measured displacement and predicted state evolution are similar indicating Eqn (2) adequately describes cavity evolution.

Fig. 7. Modeled and observed glacier cavity evolution. The solid black line is the surface velocity, recorded for 10 d in 2012 at the GIS FOXX site, which is used to drive the RSF model. (a) The state and velocity time series. The state variable has been flipped for comparison (multiplied by $-1$), so values closer to zero (up on the plot) represent larger cavities. The state variable, which is a proxy for cavity development, lags the velocity because of the time required for cavities to adjust to changes in velocity. (b) The observed field proxy for ice-bed separation was estimated by Andrews and others [2014] for the FOXX site. The field proxy for ice-bed separation also lags velocity. Both the observed and modeled ice-bed separation lag velocity by $\sim 4$ h, indicating the RSF model reasonably replicates the timescale of cavity development that is indicated by the field data.
that the RSF model results, as parameterized by our small-scale experiments, match the observed field data well, especially considering that no model tuning was performed. This agreement seems to suggest that scale-normalized processes are active that allow the lab findings to scale up to the field setting. For example, although $D_r$ might be expected to be larger in the field than in the experiments, the closure rates of cavities may increase nonlinearly with increasing cavity size, leading to shorter response times. One source of such nonlinearity could arise from a decrease in water pressure within cavities as they open, owing to the increased cross-sectional area for water flow, causing increments of cavity growth to be accompanied by increments of increasing effective pressure (see Bartholomaus and others, 2011; Hoffman and Price, 2014). Another potential source of closure rates increasing nonlinearly with cavity size stems from the nonisolated nature of cavities when there is pervasive ice-bed separation (Helanow and others, 2021; Mejia and others, 2021), unlike the isolated boreholes (Nye, 1953) or cracks that are used as the basis for estimating cavity closure rates (Walder, 1986; Kamb, 1987). As cavities grow, intervening zones of ice become increasingly narrow so that deviatoric stresses in the ice cause closure rates to increase more rapidly than if cavities are isolated (Zoet and Iverson, 2016).

Given the paucity of field data and the nonunique nature of its response to a myriad of physical processes, it is impossible to directly determine the exact combination of physical processes that are driving glacier dynamics at any one location. A systematic approach that includes using experimentation to constrain some of the fundamental physical processes and associated parameters provides a useful tool for interpreting field data, but we acknowledge the ambiguity in linking field data to simplified scenarios like those proposed here. With the limited experimental data and a relatively small number of field observations of cavity size, we cannot fully explore the effects of the cavity scale without more observations. More experimental work is needed to better constrain how the parameters $a$, $b$ and perhaps most importantly $D_r$ vary under different bed conditions and effective pressures.

This RSF analysis could provide a method to interpret links among velocity, drag and water pressure directly from measurements on glaciers, where interpretations traditionally are limited.
by competing effects that are difficult to isolate. The nature of the $a-b$ values in this study (Table 1) means that the steady-state response is that of a rate-weakening slip law (Zoet and Iverson, 2015), but importantly this type of transient RSF analysis could be applied with any steady-state slip law (e.g. regularized Coulomb or Weertman) by adjusting the $a-b$ values in the RSF model. This RSF model does not supplant steady-state slip laws, but in the presence of sufficiently high-frequency fluctuations in velocity or water pressure, descriptions of slip dynamics would benefit from the transient RSF model being applied alongside estimates from steady-state slip laws.

5. Conclusions

Transient slip behavior measured in experiments and applied to the time series from the GIS indicate that transient slip processes control drag in regions of rapidly changing basal conditions. The experimental results are reasonably well approximated by a RSF model that describes transient slip. The experimentally calibrated RSF model driven by surface-velocity time series from the GIS yields lags in cavity development with respect to surface velocity like those observed in the field. As velocity increases, drag is initially large because cavities are small and transiently large contact areas at the higher sliding velocity require greater forces and hence shear stress to drive ice flow past obstacles on the bed. Shear stress decreases as cavities grow and ice-bed contact decreases. The peaks in drag indicated by the steady-state and RSF models are almost completely out of phase, demonstrating the importance of considering transient effects on drag. The steady-state model applied here is based on the rate-weakening part of the double-valued sliding law, but the RSF model can be applied to any steady-state sliding law by adjusting the $a$ and $b$ parameters. The transient response will likely be important at locations where basal conditions are changing faster than the timescale for growth or shrinkage of cavities at the bed. In such locations, transient stresses associated with cavity volume change can control basal drag and thus should be incorporated in models of glacier flow.

Supplementary material. The supplementary material for this article can be found at https://doi.org/10.1017/jog.2021.131.
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